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Abstract— Dynamic locomotion in legged robots is close to
industrial collaboration, but a lack of standardized testing
obstructs commercialization. The issues are not merely polit-
ical, theoretical, or algorithmic but also physical, indicating
limited studies and comprehension regarding standard testing
infrastructure and equipment. For decades, the approaches we
have been testing legged robots were rarely standardizable
with hand-pushing, foot-kicking, rope-dragging, stick-poking,
and ball-swinging. This paper aims to bridge the gap by
proposing the use of the linear impactor, a well-established tool
in other standardized testing disciplines, to serve as an adaptive,
repeatable, and fair disturbance rejection testing equipment for
legged robots. A pneumatic linear impactor is also adopted
for the case study involving the humanoid robot Digit. Three
locomotion controllers are examined, including a commercial
one, using a walking-in-place task against frontal impacts. The
statistically best controller was able to withstand the impact
momentum (26.376 kg · m/s) on par with a reported average
effective momentum from straight punches by Olympic boxers
(26.506kg ·m/s). Moreover, the case study highlights other anti-
intuitive observations, demonstrations, and implications that, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, are first-of-its-kind revealed
in real-world testing of legged robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic locomotion, i.e. the capability to create statis-
tically stable and adaptive walking gaits that can withstand
a certain degree of external disruption, has been a central
pursuit for legged robot researchers for many decades [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The complex, articulated structure
of mechanical limbs, coupled with the prevalent under-
actuation and the uncertainties encountered in real-world
environments, present a distinct and critical challenge in the
field of legged robotics. This challenge distinguishes legged
robots from other mobility alternatives, such as wheeled
robots, in its uniqueness and complexity.

Fortunately, the past decades have also observed a tremen-
dous amount of proposals tackling the locomotion challenge
against external disturbances utilizing complex approaches
involving model insights [2], [3], [4], [5], machine learn-
ing [7], [8], [6], [9], and various combinations of the two.
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Many of the proposals also demonstrate real-world oper-
ations or in the wild. However, there still is a large gap
towards scaling up the deployment of legged robots to work
alongside humans in an array of industrial and commercial
environments. One of the main bottlenecks lies with the
lack of formal and unbiased performance testing standards
and certificates. To a very large extent, even under specific
functionalities such as the disturbance rejection domain with
fallover being the only failure event of concern, one does
not necessarily know if the robot “works”, “works well”, or
“works well enough”. The remediate of this gap requires a
series of cross-disciplinary work addressing the theoretical
foundation of testing [10], the testing algorithms [11], and
the development of testing equipment and infrastructure. In
particular, the last topic has been significantly overlooked
and understudied in the legged robot field and is also the
primary focus of this paper.

For the past few decades, researchers have been largely
relying on non-rigorous, non-repeatable, and occasionally
unfair testing apparatus for the conceptual performance
demonstration of legged robots against external distur-
bances. We used hand-pushing [6], foot-kicking, rope-
dragging [9], hockey sticks poking, yoga-ball-throwing [9],
and swing-ball impact [5]. Despite their widespread use,
intuitive (and somewhat impressive) demonstrations, these
approaches are barely a solid test of the robots’ true capabil-
ities as they lack standardization, consistency, and rigorous
flexibility. The researchers have also performed simulation-
oriented tests generating the external impact as forces posed
upon a certain contact point on the robot [6], [11]. Those
forces are often applied to the robot in an unrealistic manner.
For example, the direction of the external force often remains
still regardless of the orientation and position variations of
the robot body during the contacting period after impact. The
forces are also configured to exhibit some “ideal” patterns,
such as Quasi-static, periodic, and spiking patterns. All of
the above require accurate control of the impact time and
impact duration, which would not be possible in real-world
practice against intelligent legged robots, and could also lead
to unfair tests as one will clarify later in Section IV.

A. Main Contributions

This paper introduces a novel proposal to utilize an es-
tablished piece of impact generation equipment, specifically
referred to as the linear impactor [12], [13], [14], [15],
for the standardized testing of legged robot locomotion



against external physical disturbances such as impacts1.
This adaptation positions the linear impactor as a candidate
for creating rigorous, objective, and repeatable performance
tests, enabling the assessment of legged robots in a manner
that is both fair and adaptable. To our knowledge, this study
represents the first effort within the field of legged robotics
to address the need for suitable testing equipment and
infrastructure, focusing on the aspects that ensure unbiased
and consistent evaluation.

Moreover, a real-world in-lab experiment was conducted
to assess the disturbance rejection performance of the Digit
humanoid robot. This involved using a pneumatic linear
impactor to subject the robot, equipped with three different
state-of-the-art locomotion controllers, to various physical
disturbances. Notably, this same pneumatic impactor was
previously employed in studies on injury biomechanics [14],
head and helmet impacts [13], underscoring its utility across
diverse applications. The experiment unveiled several unique
insights and challenges specific to the testing of legged
robots. Among these findings was the anti-intuitive observa-
tion that a more severe impact does not necessarily translate
into a worse outcome. This is attributable to the complex
and intelligent feedback mechanisms inherent in legged
robot locomotion control, a phenomenon that had only been
identified in simulation-based studies until now [11], [10].

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Problem Formulation

The testing subject in this study is a certain legged robot
capable of achieving the functionality of dynamic locomo-
tion. It essentially admits the system formulations as

s(t+ 1) = h(s(t),u(t);ω(t)). (1)

with state s ∈ S ⊂ Rn, action u ∈ U ⊂ Rm, and uncer-
tainties ω ∈ W ⊂ Rw. The discrete-time characterization
suits the practical needs with testing execution and data
acquisition primarily involving digital equipment.

Note the uncertainties are not involving any environmen-
tal factors, but are primarily internal such as the varying
frictions of joints, the latency in the controller, and sensor
noise. Note this approach differs from a typical stochastic
system formulation for legged robots. In the context of
testing, the so-called environmental disturbances are not
randomly presented but are explicitly given and controlled
with precision. This deliberate manipulation contrasts with
traditional methods, allowing for more accurate assessments
and understandings of the system’s response to specific
disturbances. As a result, the control action u includes two
major components as

u =
[
ui ue

]
. (2)

The ui denotes the typical control signal that is part of
the testing subject such as the commended torques at all
actuators (hence the subscript “i” highlights the “internal”
nature). On the other hand, ue denotes the environmental

1Related video: https://youtu.be/bUWnnTYNL3A

factors and external disturbances such as the wind speed,
the push-over action, the presence of other obstacles, and
the room temperature. Those are the essential factors to be
controlled in the context of performance testing.

As the focus of this paper is the disturbance rejection
performance against external impact, the primary component
of ue is thus a certain notion of the physical “impact”. Other
factors will also be rigorously controlled and monitored to
ensure they do not pose significant effects on the accuracy
and repeatability of the testing outcomes.

In the practice of tests, the impact action ue is typically
generated through a certain testing equipment operated by
human engineers including the physical apparatus and other
control and monitoring software modules. Formally speak-
ing, we have the determination of ue satisfying

ue(t) = g(x(t),a(t);ωg(t)), (3)

with state x ∈ X ⊂ Rx, action a ∈ A ⊂ Ra, and uncertain-
ties ωg ∈Wg ⊂ Rwg . The a denotes the direct action one can
take as a human testing operator (e.g., the releasing height of
the pendulum impactor and the air pressure of the pneumatic
impactor) for controlling the testing equipment. The state
space X ⊂ S as it is primarily concerned with the subject
features directly related to the testing action propagation
(e.g., the specific status of joints and actuators are not of
primary concern for the impact testing equipment hence they
are not part of x).

Moreover, the internal control actions are determined by
a certain locomotion control policy

ui(t) = π(s(t)). (4)

Composing (4) with (1), one has

s(t+ 1) = h(s(t),
[
π(s(t)) ue(t)

]
;ω(t))

= f(s(t),ue(t);ω(t)).
(5)

Note the testing also involves the black-box system na-
ture [10] with f ∈ F and F = SS×Ue×W being the set of all
possible mappings. This has also been concretely observed
in practice given the variety of legged robot hardware mech-
anism designs and software controller development. Note
the unknownability and the stochasticity are both part of
the subject nature and should be respected by the testing
perspective.

The purpose of this paper is to present a certain testing
equipment with system g as defined by (3) such that it is

1) Adaptive: The generated ue works with a variety of
systems and robots f ∈ F ;

2) Repeatable: The system g satisfies Wg = ∅ and for
all x ∈ X and any pair of sufficiently close testing
actions, u1

e and u2
e with

∥∥u1
e − u2

e

∥∥
p

sufficiently small,∥∥g(x,u1
e)− g(x,u2

e

∥∥
p

is also sufficiently small;
3) Fair: ue is strictly determined by g for fixed state-

actions, and should not be impacted by h or f .
Unfortunately, existing impact generating solutions with
hands, feet, hockey sticks, and yoga balls for legged robot
testing rarely satisfy the above properties. This paper is thus

https://youtu.be/bUWnnTYNL3A


inspired to explore impact generation in a broader scope with
lessons learned from other disciplines.

B. Creating the Impact

The notion of creating a physical “impact” and identifying
outcomes thereafter has been a commonly observed testing
configuration throughout multiple disciplines with materi-
als [16], biomechanics [14], [13], consumer electronics [17],
helmets [18], to name a few.

One of the earliest impact tests is the Charpy Impact Test,
also known as the Charpy V-notch test, Notched Bar Impact
Testing, and Pendulum Impact Test, was first proposed in
1896 [16], to determine the amount of energy absorbed
by a material during fracture. It has further extended to a
variety of tests against helmets, footwear, electronics, etc.
The impact was primarily generated with a pendulum of
known mass and length that is dropped from a predetermined
height. A similar setup called the Ball Impact Test (i.e.
replacing the pendulum with a ball attached to a swigging
string) has also been widely adopted in the glass industry to
determine the strength and integrity of glass.

A significant limitation of the experimental setup de-
scribed above, particularly when applied to the testing of
legged robots, lies in its lack of flexible adaptability. Tradi-
tional testing methods, such as those employing pendulum
impacts or swing-ball mechanisms, are often constrained by
their reliance on gravity and the specific physical setup.
These factors limit the impact momentum and speed that can
be achieved, and are mostly comparable with small-scale and
stationary subjects. Such gravity-dependent testing mech-
anisms present substantial challenges when attempting to
adapt them to more complex scenarios, such as interactions
with large-scale or moving subjects. The inherent design
limitations restrict the ability to achieve impact motions
with higher degrees of freedom, thereby reducing the test’s
relevance to real-world scenarios where multi-dimensional
movements and forces are encountered. The same problem
has also been observed with other impact generators such as
the Shock Testing and Drop Tower Tests [19], [20].

III. TESTING LEGGED ROBOT LOCOMOTION WITH THE
LINEAR IMPACTOR

In this section, the linear impactor is introduced as a pro-
posed testing equipment towards a standardized disturbance
rejection testing of legged robots.

A. The Linear Impactor

Intuitively, a linear impactor produces the impact motion
by driving a certain object (commonly referred to as the im-
pactor) along a linear path to impact the subject target. One
of the common ways to initiate the impact is through com-
pressed air with the corresponding impactor referred to as
the pneumatic impactor. It has gained extensive applications
in a variety of disciplines. The pneumatic impactor used in
this study (see Fig. 1) has also been traditionally adopted as
the standard testing equipment to support research activities
related to vehicle occupant safety, injury biomechanics, and

Fig. 1: The linear pneumatic impactor has been used as
a standard testing equipment related to the research in
automobile safety and injury biomechanics simulating impact
energy to head, tibia, thorax, abdomen, and shoulder impacts:
A shows the test of dummy thorax impact, B is coming
from the study of head and hockey helmet instrumentation
evaluation [13], both tests were performed with the linear
pneumatic impactor with different impact energies shown in
C. The same device is also configured with minor modifica-
tions for legged robot locomotion testing performed in this
study.

Fig. 2: The pneumatic impactor adopted in this study demon-
strates its repeatability by empirically showing a linear
relation between the testing action ue, the peak velocity
achieved by the impactor, and the operator control a, the
configured pressure for the compressed air. The linear fitting
error is within 0.1 m/s.

sports biomechanics [14], [13]. In practice, there are other
designs such as the Hydraulic Impactor [21], Mechanical
Impactor, Motor-Driven Impactor, and Electromagnetic Im-
pactor [22], some of which are not necessarily confined to
the testing discipline [21].

The setup of the linear impactor allows the testing subject
to be configured in an open space with sufficient room for
extended motion. The impactor face is free to deflect and
rebound in a natural way to assist the study of the complete
impact kinematics. A variety of ram shafts, components, and
impactor faces can be configured to achieve desired impact
energies and simulated impact surfaces. The impactor can
also be installed on other mobile platforms to achieve a
higher degrees-of-freedom. Its adaptivity is hence immediate
given the flexible configurations mentioned above.



B. Testing Configuration and Repeatability

The primary class of subject robot being tested in this
paper is the class of two-legged robots including the bipedal
and the humanoids. Yet the methodologies can also be ex-
tended to other types of legged robots such as the quadruped.

The robot could be configured with different designs
revealed by the configuration of (1) and equipped with
different locomotion algorithms formulated as (4), leading
to a variety of testing subject. They are then tested with the
testing control being the impact as described by (5). Every
“test” thus involves a series of manipulations centered around
the presented dynamics of (5).

Generally speaking, every test starts by configuring the
robot at a certain state s(0) = s0 ∈ S. For the walking-
in-place example, s0 characterizes the position, the desired
walking gaits with zero velocity, and the orientation of the
robot. As highlighted with (1), the specific stance phase,
swing phase, swing foot clearance at the moment of impact
are essentially part of the uncertainties ω. The diversities
of those uncertainties should be respected by the testing
program and it would be unfair to force the robot to be
tested at a specific walking phase.

Reflected in the practice of testing, the robot needs to
be brought or controlled into the desired s0 or a sufficiently
small neighbourhood near s0. This is often with the assistant
of a human testing operator. Note the human or external
assistance is a common setup in the practice of testing. For
example, the testing of Automated Driving Assist Systems
also requires the expert testing driver or a so-called steering
robot to bring the vehicle to a certain desired speed before
starting the testing procedure [23]. The impact event is
further initiated by configuring the operator action a (e.g. the
compressed air pressure for the pneumatic impactor used in
the next section). The impact action ue is then propagated
through the impactor equipment.

Note the impact action in this study is the maximum
velocity the impactor manages to achieve before the impact
referred to as the peak velocity. All tests are configured in the
same way such that the peak velocity is achieved before the
impact event. For the testing subject that is stationary, one
can align the impact velocity (the velocity of the impactor
at the moment of impact) with the peak velocity sufficiently
well by placing the subject appropriately. This is not possible
for the legged robot testing. The torso of the robot cannot re-
main absolutely still and the the robot cannot stay “absolute”
in-place even the desired velocity is set to zero. The variances
exhibited in the walking patterns could be of significant
diversities among the testing subject. They are components of
the internal uncertainties characterized by ω in (1) and could
also be the choice of the internal control signal ui determined
by each individual locomotion controller (4). The position
drifts and torso shaking as mentioned above are empirically
minor throughout all tests performed in this study (see Fig. 6c
and Fig. 7c for example), yet their impact to the locomotion
performance outcome is unclear.

This section is concluded with the repeatability demonstra-

tion (see Fig. 2) of the linear pneumatic impactor mentioned
above and used throughout all tests discussed in the next
section. The repeatability is demonstrated within the velocity
range between 1.5 m/s and 4.4 m/s with the error of less
than 0.1 m/s. The particular impactor is capable of reaching
approximately 10 m/s velocity with the similar repeatability
performance, yet that are beyond the current capability of
the subject robot studied in this paper.

IV. A CASE STUDY WITH PNEUMATIC IMPACTOR AND
WALKING-IN-PLACE TESTING

For the particular pneumatic impactor adopted in the case
study section discussed next, the overall configuration is
shown in Fig. 3. The center of the impactor face is 99.2
cm from the ground. The impactor weights 6.4 kg. The
impactor face is a rectangle of 6-inch × 4-inch (about 15.24
cm × 10.16 cm). More details regarding the subject robot
and testing configurations are explained as follows.

A. Subject Robot Configuration

The same Digit robot is adopted throughout all impact
tests. Three different locomotion controllers are tested, in-
cluding (i) a template-model (TM) inspired whole body
controller, (ii) a template-model based task space learning
policy (TL) [24], and (iii) a previous version of the de-
fault controlled coming with Digit designed by its original
manufacturer Agility Robotics (AR). Specifically, the TM
controller is primarily based on the Task Space Inverse Dy-
namics (TSID) methodology introduced in [25] with a high-
level step planner based on Raibert’s regulations [26]. The
TL controller follows the hierarchical framework in [24] that
combines a reinforcement learning-based high-level planner
policy for the online generation of task space commands
with a low-level TSID controller to track the desired task
space trajectories. The AR controller is part of a commer-
cially available product, hence the technical details are not
open and unclear. Those controllers are also different at
the selected gait (e.g., stepping frequency and swing foot
clearance), the desired torso height, and many other known,
unknown, observable, and non-observable configurations.

All of the controllers have demonstrated an overall good
performance for stepping-in-place, disturbance rejection,
walking over various terrain conditions, and in the wild.
However, it remains unclear to what concrete extent the
locomotion control is stable and safe (i.e. performance
characterization), which one is the best (i.e. benchmark
comparison), to name a few.

B. Testing Configuration

For start, as discussed in Section III, the robot is controlled
to achieve the desired walking-in-place motion at a fixed
point near the impactor where the head is expected to reach
its peak velocity (whose repeatability has been demonstrated
in Fig. 1). Such a controlled initialization is achieved in
a variety of ways based on the functional nature of each
locomotion controller.



Fig. 3: The testing configuration in-lab and the conceptual illustration before and after the impact: “A” denotes the impactor
face with a rectangular surface, “B” denotes the displacement potentio-meter, one can also refer to Fig. 1C for another view
of the same equipment.

Fig. 4: An overview of all 36 impact tests against three locomotion controllers: different impact phases are differentiated
by the marker color and the label is specified in the form of stance foot phase (whether the left or the right foot is on the
ground) and swing foot phase (whether the swing foot is going up or stepping down) with an underscore “ ” in between.
Note the dual support phase (with both feet on-ground) is specified as “Dual None”. The fallover status is characterized by
the size of the marker. The three different locomotion controllers are differentiated by the marker type.

.

Fig. 5: The velocity profiles of the impactor within 0.05-
second after the moment of impact.

For TM and TL, the robot is brought to the fixed point with
the assistance of the human testing operator and the walking-
in-place is triggered by configuring the desired velocity
to zero (yet one may still drift as mentioned above in
Section III). For AR, the controller is technically not capable
of walking-in-place as the robot will simply stop and stand
still if the the desired velocity is set to zero. As a result,
the walking-in-place motion for AR is achieved with the
human operator’s help through consecutively giving small
desired speed signals (≤ 0.1 m/s) to keep the robot close
to the fixed point. For all impact tests performed, the robot
remains within a short distance near the fixed point. This
can be demonstrated by the short time gaps between the
peak velocity and the identified impact velocity as shown



(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 6: The AR-equipped Digit robot falls over against the frontal impact velocity at 3.89 m/s: 6a denotes the frames captured
by the high-speed camera at and after the moment of impact (from right to left), 6b illustrates the velocity profile of the
impactor within the time range in between 0.2 s before the impact and 0.8 s after the impact, 6c shows the robot dynamic
states in a 4-second window including the impact moment, the first row denotes center of mass (CoM) position of the torso,
the second row denotes the CoM velocity, the third row shows the roll (ϕ), pitch (θ), and yaw (ψ) angles of the robot torso,
and the last row shows the roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate of the robot torso.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 7: The AR-equipped Digit robot recovers from the frontal impact velocity at 4.23 m/s (a more significant impact
compared with Fig. 6): the sub-figures 7a,7b, and 7c share a similar setup as described in the caption of Fig. 6.

in Fig. 6b and Fig. 7b. Specifically, among all 36 tests,
the average time gap between reaching the peak velocity
and the moment of impact is 0.0453 (±0.0342) s. The AR
oriented tests are with the shortest average time gap of 0.0184
(±0.0201) s whereas the TM oriented tests tend to take
longer for the impact to occur with the average gap time
of 0.0722 (±0.0334) s. This also highlights the inherent
capability differences among different controllers in walking-
in-place.

To help protect the robot, especially the sensors (one of
the camera modules is near the estimated impact point), a
Polyethylene foam block of 5.4 cm thickness are installed at
the expected impact point and an Ethafoam block is installed
on the impactor face. This can be viewed as part of the
system (1) and remains configured in the same way for all
tests against all subject controllers. As shown in Fig. 3, the
robot is also loosely connected to a sliding rail installed
above the robot. This is an added protection to the robot
to prevent mechanical breaks and other damages caused by

an actual fallover. As a result, the robot will not physically
fallover (i.e. having any part of the robot physically touching
the ground other than the two feet). The justification of
whether a robot fails in the test is justified by combining
the testing operator’s observation and the post analyses of
the dynamic states of robots after each test.

For each subject locomotion controller, the tests start with
the controlled pressure around 50 PSI and one gradually
increases the pressure to up to 95 PSI. If the subject
controller fails (i.e., falls over) consecutively two trials,
the tests will stop and one moves on to the next subject
to prevent potential damages to the robot from repetitive
failures. As a result, TL ends up with the smallest number
of tests (9), TM and AR are tested with 13 and 14 impact
events, respectively. Note real-world testing is a complex
process. The initialization, calibration, reset, configuration,
and many other standard procedures highlight the challenges
of performing rigorous real-world tests which may have been
overlooked by some existing works in the field. The 36



impact events are conducted for the purpose of a preliminary
study with the proposal of this paper. Despite the limited
number of tests, we can already draw some interesting
observations and insights, which will be discussed next.

C. Observations and Analyses

An overview of the 36 impact events are summarized in
Fig. 4. The stepping phase at the moment of impact, the
fallover outcome, and the subject controller involved in the
test are also illustrated.

There are two specific observations/insights one shall
highlight in the section: (i) the necessity of characterizing
the impact testing action ue as impact momentum (instead
of force) to ensure the testing fairness, and (ii) the anti-
intuitive observation where a more significant impact does
not necessarily lead to a more severe outcome.

First, in the legged robot regime, the external force has
been adopted extensively to characterize the impact distur-
bance, especially in the computer simulations [27], [28], [6],
[24], [11]. This may not be a fair setup as the impact force
is jointly determined by the impact momentum and impact
duration. The impact duration is a changing variable that
is not only determined by the testing equipment/algorithm,
but more importantly, by the subject itself. As shown in
Fig. 5 (also partially revealed in Fig. 6b and Fig. 7b),
throughout all tests, the impactor’s velocity exhibits a similar
pattern after the moment of impact, i.e., decaying to zero
and sometimes bouncing back (with a positive velocity).
However, the impactor velocity patterns in between different
subject controllers are also quite different. For example,
comparing TM with AR in Fig. 5, the impactor decelerates
faster in the AR cases than that in the TM ones, especially for
large impact velocities. A primary cause for these differences
is the design of the locomotion controller, specifically how
it orchestrates its periodic motion, manages feedback control
for walking-in-place, and responds to disturbances. From
the perspective of the testing operator, the intricacies of
these designs remain largely undisclosed. Consequently, they
might display significantly varied behaviors, resulting in
different impact durations. These durations, however, cannot
be directly used as clear indicators of performance. As a
result, it is only fair to take the impact momentum, i.e. the
momentum the testing equipment generates at the moment
of impact, as the testing action ue. It may also be different
from the repeatably controlled peaking velocity as the legged
robot cannot maintain absolute in-place as mentioned above,
which is also part of the robot’s nature in design.

Among the three locomotion controllers tested, the most
effective one (TM) was able to withstand an impact mo-
mentum of 26.376 kg · m/s. Intriguingly, this figure is
roughly on par with the average effective momentum of
straight punches delivered by Olympic boxers, which is
reported to be 26.506kg · m/s [29]. Although the details
are not rigorously controlled and comparable such as the
impact face materials, this conceptual comparison may foster
new perspectives on evaluating the performance of robotic
systems in terms of “how safe is safe enough”. Specifically,

it introduces the possibility of drawing measurable equiva-
lences between the performance of legged robots and human
biomechanics, contributing to a more nuanced understanding
of what constitutes an adequate level of safety in legged
robotic applications against external disturbances.

For the second observation mentioned above, as one can
see from Fig. 4, there are multiple regions where impact
events sharing similar impact velocities end up with different
fallover outcomes (indicated by the marker size). For exam-
ple, the TL-driven robot recovers from the impact velocities
of 3.214 m/s and falls over against the 3.216 m/s velocity, and
that is only 0.0128 kg ·m/s difference in impact momentum.
A similar pattern is seen with AR at notably higher impact
velocities: 3.89 m/s, 4.23 m/s, and 4.26 m/s. Out of these
three impacts, the robot falls over twice, but intriguingly,
the two falls aren’t associated with the highest velocities.
Detailed visuals related to two of the three AR impacts are
available in Fig.6 and Fig.7. It’s worth noting that while the
reason behind this phenomenon is not our primary concern,
the existence of such counter-intuitive cases emphasizes the
challenges inherent in creating equitable and effective safety
performance testing algorithms [10].

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a proposal of adapting the well-
adopted impact generation equipment, namely the linear
impactor, as a candidate testing equipment to achieve the
standardized performance testing of legged robot locomotion
against external physical disturbances, i.e. the impact. We’ve
also conducted initial laboratory tests with a linear pneumatic
impactor on the Digit humanoid robot with three different
locomotion controllers. These experiments have revealed
interesting insights, challenges, and lessons, all contributing
to an expected future of standardized safety performance
testing for legged robots.

Given this being a preliminary study, there are multiple
directions of future interest including the expansion to other
locomotion functions (e.g. speed-tracking) and the physical
enhancement of the linear impactor that better adapts to
the specific needs of legged robot testing under various
conditions.
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